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Abstract

This paper presents a framework that can be utilized for the protection of session initiation protocol (SIP)-based infra-
structures from malformed message attacks. Its main characteristic is that it is lightweight and that it can be easily adapted
to heterogeneous SIP implementations. The paper analyzes several real-life attacks on VoIP services and proposes a novel
detection and protection mechanism that is validated through an experimental test-bed under different test scenarios. Fur-
thermore, it is demonstrated that the employment of such a mechanism for the detection of malformed messages imposes
negligible overheads in terms of the overall SIP system performance.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Internet is susceptible to a plethora of attacks
and undoubtedly it must be considered as a hostile
environment by every critical real-time application
such as Voice over IP (VoIP) telephony. Thus, the
deployment of various VoIP services raises security
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challenges that have not been previously encoun-
tered in the Public Switched Telephone Network
(PSTN), where it is true that the frequency of
attacks is extremely low mainly due to its closed
architecture. On the contrary, the open architecture
of VoIP makes these services vulnerable not only to
well known Internet attacks but also to more
sophisticated attacks aiming to exploit vulnerabili-
ties that may exist in the signaling or the voice trans-
port of VoIP infrastructures. Researchers have
made significant efforts in identifying security vul-
nerabilities that directly affect VoIP based infra-
structures [1,2]. For instance, various flooding
techniques could be utilized for attacking voice
.
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INVITE sip:dgen@aegean.gr  SIP/2.0
To: Geneiataki Dimitri <dgen@aegean.gr>
From: Karopoulos Georgios
<sip:gkar@aegean.gr>;tag=76341
CSeq: 2 INVITE
Authorization: Digest username="gkar",
realm="195.251.164.23", algorithm="md5",
uri="SIP:195.251.164.23",
nonce="41352a56632c7b3d382b39e0179ca5f98b9fa03b",
response="a6466dce70e7b098d127880584cd57"
Contact:  <SIP:195.251.166.73:9384>;>
Content-Type: application/sdp

v=0
o=Tesla 2890844526 IN IP4 lab.high-voltage.org
c=IN IP4 100.101.102.103
t=0 0
m=audio 49170 RTP/AVP 0
a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000

SIP
headers

Session
Description

(body)

First Line

Fig. 1. A typical well formed INVITE message.
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services or, alternatively, an attacker could employ
specially malformed signaling or media packets.

For the latter attack, it is well known that both
protocol implementations and network applications
are often not fully compliant with the underlying
standards (e.g. RFCs). As a result there are imple-
mentation errors that may pollute a network with
incorrectly formed packets and lead to unstable
conditions. Furthermore, standard protocol imple-
mentations usually focus on well-formed messages
without considering any defense tactic against mal-
formed messages. For this reason, once an attacker
floods a VoIP target (e.g. a SIP proxy) with a num-
ber of malformed messages, the victim is unable to
process them resulting to various undesired situa-
tions like crashing the VoIP server and creating
Denial of Service (DoS) phenomena.

The term ‘‘malformed message’’ represents any
type of invalid or non-standard message, skillfully
formed by an attacker in order to exploit and even-
tually take advantage of any implementation gap or
dysfunction might exist in the target system. As an
example, numerous transport control protocol
(TCP) common implementation problems are
already documented in [8]. Specifically for Internet
applications and services, various distinct types of
malformed message attacks have been already
launched [6,7]. It is therefore clear that malformed
message attacks cannot be avoided in VoIP imple-
mentations and the corresponding signaling servers.
Attackers will try to compromise the system by cap-
italizing on properly adapted malformed messages.

The security threats introduced by malformed
message attacks are often poorly understood and
require more research effort in order to effectively
protect VoIP infrastructures against them. Security
flaws caused by malformed messages in VoIP signal-
ing protocols such as H.323 and session initiation
protocol (SIP) implementations have been already
published in [3–5]. More specifically, the PROTOS
project [9] focuses on the identification of certain
malformed input subclasses that can cause instabil-
ity in the corresponding VoIP Signaling servers (e.g.
a SIP proxy). Processing such messages in VoIP net-
works can, surprisingly, give access to an unautho-
rized user or drive the provided service to various
unstable states and consequently cause DoS. How-
ever, such studies test and evaluate the robustness
of the implementations without providing any solu-
tion for the prevention and protection of VoIP sub-
systems against this kind of attacks. More
specifically, we are not aware of any research work
addressing the detection or/and prevention, through
some kind of practical mechanisms, of malformed
message attacks in SIP realms.

This paper proposes a novel framework to pro-
tect SIP-based subsystems (e.g. SIP proxy) against
malformed message attacks. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces various
forms of SIP malformed message attacks, present-
ing practical examples by deploying them in two dif-
ferent SIP network subsystems namely SIP proxies
and registration databases. Section 3 describes the
proposed identification and prevention framework,
while Section 4 evaluates the performance of the
proposed solution in terms of the overheads intro-
duced in the corresponding VoIP subsystems (SIP
servers). Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper pro-
viding some pointers to future work.

2. Malformed messages and the SIP protocol

SIP is an application-layer signaling protocol for
creating, modifying, and terminating multimedia
sessions between one or more participants [10].
SIP messages can be either a request or an acknowl-
edgment to a corresponding request, consisting of
the header fields and optionally a message body.
The overall structure of a typical well-formed SIP
message, according to RFC 3261 [10], is as shown
in Fig. 1.

A SIP-based multimedia connection between two
users is established whenever the caller (e.g. User A)
sends an INVITE message to the corresponding
proxy, which in turn forwards it to User B (callee).
The signaling flow procedure is depicted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. SIP multimedia connection establishment.

INVITE (null)
To: Geneiataki Dimitri <dgen@aegean.gr>
From: Karopoulos Georgios
<sip:gkar@aegean.gr>;tag=76341
CSeq: 2 INVITE
Authorization: Digest username="gkar",
realm="195.251.164.23", algorithm="md5",
uri="SIP:195.251.164.23",
nonce="41352a56632c7b3d382b39e0179ca5f98b9fa03b",
response="a6466dce70e7b098d127880584cd57"
Contact:  <SIP:195.251.166.73:9384>;>
Content-Type: application/sdp

v=0
o=Tesla 2890844526 IN IP4 lab.high-voltage.org
c=IN IP4 100.101.102.103
t=0 0
m=audio 49170 RTP/AVP 0
a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000

SIP
header

Session
Description

Fig. 4. Example of malformed SIP INVITE message.
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Consequently, whenever a SIP request is received
from a SIP proxy the first step is to parse the mes-
sage. The parsing procedure is essential in order to
represent the incoming request into a form that is
appropriate for constructing the reply to the
request.

Fig. 3 depicts the (initial) processing by SIP prox-
ies (e.g. SER [11]) whenever they receive either a SIP
request or a response. Although some SIP proxies’
implementations, depending on the vendor, may
slightly vary, the sequence described by steps 1 to
3 forms the general concept of the processing mech-
anism in a SIP-based server.

Generally, SIP parsers are being developed to
receive and process well-formed messages; i.e. SIP
messages conforming to the RFCs 3261 syntax
[10]. However, an attacker, or even a poorly-imple-
mented SIP client, is quite possible to generate and
transmit various types of distorted messages [12],
resulting to one of the following undesired
situations:

• Denial of Service (DoS);
• Unstable operation;
• Unauthorized access.

These problems occur mainly because the SIP
proxy parser is unable to successfully handle (e.g.
receiveudp/tcp
receive

incoming packet
(1)

Fig. 3. Processing steps of SIP me
drop) malformed messages. For instance, during
the establishment of a multimedia SIP session (see
Fig. 2), an attacker instead of sending a well-formed
message could try various malformed message com-
binations to discover a security problem or flaw of
the parser. Consider, for example, an attacker who
instead of sending the expected well-formed
INVITE message (see Fig. 1) he sends the mal-
formed SIP INVITE message shown in Fig. 4. This
message is invalid and cannot be generated under
the standard SIP protocol syntax, due to the lack
of a REQUEST-URI, which must always follow
the SIP INVITE method [10]. The target of such a
message is either a SIP proxy (if the parser of the
proxy cannot handle null messages it may crash or
it will generate null DNS requests forcing the under-
lying DNS service to perform time-consuming and
unsuccessful host lookups) or the user’s terminal
(callee). More details for this kind of attack can
be found in [12].

Another case that can be seen as a malformed
message attack is that of SIP messages embedding
SQL code in their authorization header as illus-
trated in Fig. 5.

The difference between the messages presented in
Figs. 4 and 5, is that in the latter case the objective
of the malicious user is the unauthorized modifica-
tion of the SIPs proxy database (e.g. the registration
parser

(2)

(3)

ssage in a SIP proxy server.



 Authorization:Digest username="gkar';
        Update subscriber set first_name='malicious'
        where username='gkar'--",
        realm="195.251.164.23",  algorithm="md5",
        uri="sip:195.251.164.23",
        nonce="41352a56632c7b3d382b5f98b9fa03b",
        response="a6466dce70e7b098d127880584cd57

Fig. 5. Example of a malformed message that contains SQL
code.
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database); a detailed analysis of SQL injection
attacks in SIP can be found in [13].

Even though the above attack categories have
different targets, they are classified in the same type
as they both violate SIPs, protocol specification try-
ing to exploit a different vulnerability in the corre-
sponding SIP infrastructure.
3. Proposed framework for protecting sip
infrastructures against malformed messages

In order to have more agile and secure VoIP SIP-
based services, capable to defend malformed mes-
sage attacks, one has to deploy a defence suite with
different types of prevention and detection mecha-
nisms. This section introduces a complete security
framework that deals with malformed messages in
SIP implementations and aims at improving the
availability, reliability and security level of the pro-
vided services.
3.1. General countermeasures and remedies

As already explained, the availability of VoIP
subsystems can be reduced due to the fact that pars-
ers in signaling servers, like SIP proxies, do not
examine messages for illegal characters and text.
Therefore, input validation procedures are neces-
sary. The lack of any validation mechanism in the
receiving process, as illustrated in Fig. 3, is respon-
sible for several security flaws caused by processing
such malformed messages. The employment of
mechanisms for filtering malicious input, at the
Internet application level, has thus been investigated
by researchers [14]. Even state-of-the-art firewall
technologies incorporate deep packet inspection
methods [15] in order to check incoming data for
malicious content. The same techniques can be
applied to SIP architectures using the Middlebox
Communication approach [16].

Moreover, according to RFC 3261 [10] the utili-
zation of underlying security protocols like SSL,
IPsec, S/MIME and HTTP Digest can substantially
restrict or prevent the use of malformed messages,
even though they introduce additional traffic and
processing overhead to the corresponding SIP sub-
systems. Nevertheless, such security schemes, when
utilized in SIP, require the installation of an end-
to-end or layered Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
beforehand. A detailed analysis of SIP common
security mechanisms can be found in [17].

All the aforementioned security protocols have,
in some cases, proved to be ineffective. For example,
as stated in [12], an attacker may utilize a SIP proxy
from another realm to amplify the hazardous effects
of his malformed messages. Consequently, although
the SIP proxy may not crash it will forward the
malformed message towards other proxies in the
path and finally towards the end-user trying to
cause a DoS. In addition, these mechanisms do
not provide any real security against (malevolent)
insiders, as it is well known that many security
incidents originate from them. For example, con-
sider the case where an insider creates a malformed
message, signs it with his private key and then send
the message to the corresponding SIP server. As the
SIP server will successfully validate the signed mes-
sage, the process will continue to the next stage that
is the parsing of the incoming- malformed message.
It must be stressed that such a scenario may crash
the SIP server. Someone could claim that mal-
formed message attacks can be repelled by simply
blocking the sources that originate malformed
packets. However, such a solution may cause a
DoS to legitimate users if the attacker (a malevolent
legitimate user who holds a legal certificate) has hi-
jacked their connections (e.g. by spoofing their IP or
MAC addresses). It is therefore clear that such
attacks can be hardly defeated by conventional
detection or prevention mechanisms like SSL, IPsec,
S/MIME, etc. It is essential to emphasize that such
threats cannot be ignored since many security
incidents are caused by internal users.

3.2. Detection scheme for malformed messages

The introduction of an appropriate detection
mechanism for malformed messages in the existing
VoIP infrastructure is considered vital for ensuring
reliability and preventing DoS.

The main idea for the development of such a
mechanism stems from the SIP syntax as described
in the RFC 3261 [10]. More specifically, any
message that does not comply to the RFC can be
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characterized as malicious. Therefore, the detection
mechanism for malformed message attacks can be
effectively described through specific structures,
known as ‘‘attack signatures’’, which consist of
two parts based on the SIP syntax. The first part
contributes to the identification of the malformed
message; it is a general signature that can be applied
to any SIP method. The second (optional) part spec-
ifies additional rules that can be applied to specific
SIP methods as determined by the administrator
of each SIP domain, according to the security policy
of each VoIP provider. One important parameter
that has been taken into account is that, unlike
non-real time services, the detection mechanism
should not introduce significant processing over-
head. Otherwise, the interactivity between the
involved parties will be jeopardized. An example
of the general signature is depicted in Fig. 6.

The fist two lines imply that any SIP message:

• Must include a SIP_METHOD (e.g. INVITE,
BYE), with a SIP or SIPS URI followed by the
corresponding HEADERS.

• Optionally include a MESSAGE_BODY; its
presence depends on the utilized SIP_METHOD.

In the section of additional rules it is noticed
that:

• Any SIP message should not have the SIP_-
METHOD and the MESSAGE_HEADER equal
to NULL.

• The length of the SIP method and message body
cannot be greater than a specific threshold.

The anticipated identification method has two
major advantages:

• Since all SIP messages are based on the afore-
mentioned RFC, it will be easier to embody a
light SIP IDS mechanism in a slightly modified
SIP protocol stack.
SIP_METHOD SIP-URI | SIPS-URI MESSAGE HEADER+
[MESSAGE_BODY]

additionall rules
SIP_METHOD!=NULL
MESSAGE_HEADER!=NULL
size_of(SIP_METHOD)>%constant% e.g 50 bytes
size_of(MESSAGE_BODY)>%constant%

Fig. 6. General detection signature for SIP.
• Alternatively, it is also feasible to include this
signature-based identification scheme in an exist-
ing open source IDS system (e.g. SNORT,
PRELUDE) without making any modifications
to the SIP stack. In this case, the only real
requirement is to supply the appropriate signa-
tures, even though, as presented in Section 3.3,
there are specific limitations when the proposed
identification system is applied to those systems.

There are certain circumstances of ‘‘well-struc-
tured’’ malicious messages that cannot be identified
through the aforementioned rule. For these cases,
special signatures for each distinct SIP-method are
required. For instance, according to the SIP stan-
dard syntax, SIP INVITE messages must include
at least one of some specific headers such as
Call-ID or Content-Type. Consider the case where
an incoming SIP INVITE does not include any of
these headers. Such a message must be characterized
as malicious and must be discarded prior it is
handled by the parser. Otherwise, the parser will
try (possibly indefinitely) to find and parse headers
that do not exist. Fig. 7 describes the detection sig-
nature for a SIP INVITE message. It is stressed that
the detection signature contains additional fields
(MESSAGE HEADER) that are specific to the
SIP INVITE message. Note that headers marked
with a ‘*’ character are both mandatory and unique
fields. Consequently, if any of these headers is miss-
ing or it appears more than once at the incoming
SIP message, then this message must be considered
as malicious. Further, the line starting with the
string INVITE_METHOD covers the case where
the header (INVITE) is represented in HEX form.

In the same way it is possible to specify appropri-
ate signatures for each distinct SIP method. For
example, in contrast to SIP INVITE, the SIP REG-
ISTER message does not require a message body.
Furthermore, in special cases such as in the SIP-
SQL injection attack [13], it is not sufficient to check
INVITE_METHOD SIP-URI | SIPS-URI MESSAGE HEADER+
MESSAGE HEADER =Via | Max-Forwards | From* |To* | Call-Id*
                                   CSeq* | Contact* |User-agent

   |Authorization |Event |Content-Length*
                                   |Content-type*|Record-Route
INVITE_METHOD="INVITE" | %x49.4E.56.49.54.45
MESSAGE_BODY
additionall rules
%Content-Length% >0
%Content-Length%==size_of(MESSAGE_BODY)
(*)mandatory fields

Fig. 7. Detection signature for SIP INVITE messages.



Authorization = Digest username=".+(';SQL-STATM COMMENT)"
realm=" Ipaddress" |

Authorization = Digest username=".+" realm=“Ipaddress
(';SQL-STATM COMMENT)“  |

Authorization = Digest username=".+(';SQL-STATM COMMENT)"
 realm=" Ipaddress (';SQL-STATM COMMENT)"

SQL-STATM= UPDATE | INSERT | UNION
COMMENT = "--|#"
UPDATE = SEE SQL 92 syntax
INSERT = SEE SQL 92 syntax
additional rules
size_of(Authorization)> %constant% e.g 100 bytes

Fig. 8. Defending SQL attack in SIP messages.
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only the validity of the SIP syntax, but it as also nec-
essary to examine the actual contents of the headers.
More specifically, considering the situation of the
SQL injection attack, the data of the Authorization
Header must be also scanned and validated. In this
context, the previously described signature must be
extended to include some data validation fields spe-
cifically designed for the authorization header. The
resulting signature will validate both the SIP syntax
and the corresponding header contents (e.g. user-
name, realm); regarding data validation, the user-
name and realm are scanned in order to find out
whether they contain or not SQL statements. This
is illustrated in Fig. 8. It is stressed, that such a sig-
nature can be applied whenever a SIP message con-
tains an authorization header.

3.3. Limitation of current intrusion detection systems

Classic IDS systems like SNORT usually attempt
to describe all possible malicious messages by storing
their signatures in a static signature database. After-
wards, every network stream is examined against all
stored signatures or rules for possible matches. Such
an approach lacks flexibility and scalability. On the
contrary, the proposed detection mechanism adopts
the opposite approach and thus any message that
does not comply with the general grammar/syntax
of the SIP standard must be discarded. This approach
is considered far more efficient in recognizing mal-
formed messages. In fact, identifying and archiving
all possible variations of malformed messages using
static signatures, is at least impractical.

For instance, consider an administrator who uti-
lizes an IDS similar to SNORT for detecting SIP
INVITE malformed messages. This implies that
she must record in the signature database all possible
combinations of the INVITE method with all corre-
sponding headers that are not syntactically correct.
Consequently the risk introduced by the develop-
ment of independent static SNORT-style signatures
is that some malformed messages (especially the new
ones) may not be identified, while on the other hand
some well-formed messages can be mistakenly char-
acterized as malformed. Moreover, SNORT like
IDSs are not usually able to identify ‘‘logical errors’’
e.g. those that combine information of First Line
and the corresponding headers.

3.4. Enhancing SIP servers’ security against

malformed messages

In order to protect SIP servers, either stateful or
stateless, against malformed message attacks, a
(pre)-filtering module should be employed for reject-
ing all non-well-formed SIP messages prior to for-
warding them to the parser. As stated in RFC
3261 [10] the syntactical validity of any incoming
SIP message must be checked prior parsing and,
eventually, either putting it to the corresponding fin-
ish state machine (stateful operation), or statelesly
forwarding it to the next network hop. At this point
the RFC clearly notes: ‘‘The request MUST be well-
formed enough to be handled with a server transac-
tion. Any components involved in the remainder of
these Request Validation steps or the Request
Forwarding section MUST be well-formed. Any
other components, well-formed or not, SHOULD
be ignored and remain unchanged when the message
is forwarded.’’

However the PROTOS research project [9] reveals
that the validation checks that are employed in exist-
ing proxies are very limited and cannot effectively
defend against malformed attacks. It is therefore
critical that the module/filter examines the incoming
messages prior to the SIP parser. If an incoming mes-
sage matches any of the specified signatures it is
instantly identified as malformed and it is discarded.
At the same time the system maintains record of all
rejected messages. When a specified threshold is
violated (e.g. the system logs four or more mal-
formed messages in 1 s) it activates an alarm to the
operator’s console. Fig. 9 illustrates the required
modification to the SIP proxy architecture. Notice,
that this module can be also embedded in a firewall
capable to ‘‘understand’’ SIP traffic. However, this
paper concentrates on enhancing SIP servers’ behav-
ior without modifying the general SIP architecture.

As already stated in Section 3.3 the development of
a vast number of static signatures covering all possi-
ble combinations between methods and headers
(SNORT alike IDSs) is considered impractical, inflex-
ible and lacks scalability. Consequently, the heart of
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Fig. 9. Enhanced SIP proxy with message checking.
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the proposed detection mechanism consists of
rules – signatures based on regular expressions. These
rules are applied in the opposite direction of the
SNORT vision that is: ‘‘any message which does not
conform to the SIP standard is directly discarded’’.

The proposed schema is divided in the following
different inspection phases:

1. First Line inspection;
2. Header inspection;
3. Specialized inspection.

These three phases comprise the general detection

signature form, that is, First Line and general Header
inspection first (applied to all incoming SIP mes-
sages), followed by method specific inspection that
is Header inspection (depending on the method used)
and Specialized inspection. As far as the method
specific inspection is concerned, the focus is on exam-
ining headers that couple with the corresponding SIP
method, as well as on performing specialized data
checking and validation in order to provide protec-
tion against SQL injection attacks [13]. Therefore,
the first line of any incoming message is examined
against the existing malformed rules. If it conforms
to the standard SIP syntax then scanning continues
to the second stage, which is the Header inspection.
When a header is found to be malicious, the message
is rejected and no further processing occurs. The
message rejection event is recorded into a ‘‘Bad-
Transactions’’ file. Provided that the header was
not found to be malicious, the scanning process
enters the third phase that is the Specialized inspec-
tion; an action that depends on the method that
has been identified in the first stage. As mentioned
in Section 3.2, SIP INVITE and SIP REGISTER
methods do have some discrepancies. In particular,
SIP REGISTER does not include a message body
contrariwise to SIP INVITE that usually contains
one. So a SIP REGISTER that includes a message
body must be characterized as malicious.
Moreover, the Specialized inspection phase
includes controls that utilize the combination of
the corresponding method and header information.
For example, when a SIP INVITE message is
received the CSEQ header must be in the following
form: CSEQ: identification_number INVITE. In this
context, a malevolent user may send a SIP INVITE
message in which the CSEQ header has the follow-
ing syntax: CSEQ: identification_number REGIS-
TER. Although this syntax, based on the RFC,
can be characterized as well formed, the parser must
discard it as it includes a logical error (it contains a
REGISTER statement instead of INVITE).

Finally, specialized inspection performs data val-
idation to shield against SQL injection attacks; the
SIP message syntax is validated without any error
but the authorization header may still contain data
that will possibly try to cause a modification in the
local users’ database. In a nutshell, the anticipated
procedure for the most utilized SIP methods (REG-
ISTER and INVITE) is depicted in Fig. 10.

It must be stressed that when the first line and the
common headers of an incoming message are exam-
ined then only the specialized rules related to the
specific method that this message contains are
applied; as opposed to SNORT based IDSs that
apply all the rules.

3.5. Implementation issues

The specified signatures will be stored in a pro-
tected signature-database on each SIP server or user
terminal. The rules will be regular expressions fol-
lowing the Perl Compiled Regular Expression
(PCRE) syntax [18]. In order to avoid the introduc-
tion of overheads during the processing of incoming
messages, regular expressions have been employed
for the first line of the message, as all standard
SIP parsers process this line, as well as for the most
utilized headers (CSEQ, FROM, TO, VIA, Contact
and Authorization). The first line representation is



^\s*(INVITE|SUBSCRIBE|OPTIONS|CANCEL|ACK|REGISTER)\s+
((((\d{1,3}[.]){3,3}\d{1,3}(\:\d{1,5}))|((sip:){1}\s*\w+@(\w+[.])+\w+)|

((sip:){1}\s*(\w+[.])+\w+)))\s+(SIP[/]\d[.]\d)\s*

Fig. 11. Rule for the first line inspection.

First Line Rules

Continue

General Header Rules reject

INVITE RULES REGISTER RULES

CSEQ SQL 
injection From-to

reject

reject

reject

Fig. 10. General detection procedure for SIP malformed messages.
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depicted in Fig. 11. The proposed signature embod-
ies the most frequently used methods like INVITE,
SUBSCRIBE, OPTIONS, CANCEL, ACK and
REGISTER. If a local administrator needs to insert
a new method she can easily update the signature
with the name(s) of the desired SIP method(s).

Regarding header inspection, regular expressions
(hereunder we provide each header and the corre-
sponding detection signature) have been developed
as presented below:

CSEQ:
^ns*(CSeq)ns*nd+nb ($utilized_

method)nbns*$
Authorization:

^ns*(Authorization:)ns*
((Digestns+username[=]ns*[](nwj nsj[0]j
[;])+[]ns*[,]))ns+(realm[=]ns*[]((nw+
[.])+nw+)[])(.*)nwjnSjns)+(updatejinsertj
deletejunion)(.*)
FROM:

^ns*(From:)ns*([]*(nw+ns*nw*)*[]*n
s+((<)*(sip:)((nw+@ (nw+[.])+nw+)j
(((nd{1,3}[.]){3,3}nd{1,3})))(>)*))ns*
TO:

^ns*(TO:)ns*([]*(nw+ns*nw*)*[]*ns+
((<)*(sip:)((nw+@(nw+[.])+nw+)j (((nd
{1,3}[.]){3,3}nd{1,3} )))(>)*))ns*
Via:
^ns*(Via:)ns*(SIP[/]ns*nd[.]nd ns*

[/]ns*(nw+)ns+(nw+[.])+nw+nw((ns*[:]n
d+)*)(ns*[;] ns*nw+[=]nw+)*)ns*
Contact:

^ns*(Contact:)ns*([]*(nw+ns*n
w*)*[]*ns+((<)*(sip:)((nw+@(nw+[.])+n
w+)j(((nd{1,3}[.]){3,3}nd{1,3}:n{1,5}))
(>)*)).ns*

The local administrator of the SIP network may
easily update the header signature or insert a new
signature in the header signature database. It must
be noted that in some cases there is a correlation
between the method, appearing in the First Line
of the message, and the corresponding headers. In
order to avoid logical errors, as described in Section
3.4, information that has been derived during the
First Line inspection process is utilized. For
instance the value of CSEQ depends on the corre-
sponding SIP method. Moreover, the Authorization
header is validated not only for its conformance
with the RFC syntax, but also for the user data that
it contains (see Section 3.4) in order to protect the
corresponding database against unauthorized mod-
ification through SQL attacks.

4. Performance evaluation

Fig. 12 depicts the experimental test-bed that
was set-up for testing the proposed pre-filtering
and detection mechanism. It consists of two SIP
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Fig. 12. Test-bed architecture for the malformed message IDS.
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software clients and a SIP server. More specifically,
the SIP software phone ‘‘KPHONE’’ [19] has been
used, while for implementing the suggested protec-
tion scheme in a SIP proxy’s core we utilized the
open source SIP Express Router (SER) [11]. More-
over, two different attack tools have been used; the
first one is the SIPBOMBER [20] while the second
one is a custom-made tool used to create more
sophisticated malformed messages meant to heavily
stress the proposed mechanism. The SIPBOMBER
tool utilizes tests contained in the PROTOS test
suite [9]. Moreover, the SER [11] core engine has
been modified accordingly in order to exploit the
signature-database and consequently identify mal-
formed message attacks as described in Section
3.4. The server machine uses a Pentium 4 processor
clocked at 2.5 GHz and 256 MB of RAM while the
local network is an Ethernet at 100 Mbps.
Table 1
Descriptions of the scenarios evaluated

Scenario number Scenario descripti

Scenario 1 (S1) This scenario util
messages as descr

Scenario 2 (S2) This scenario util
malformed messa

Scenario 3 (S3) This scenario util
malformed messa

Scenario 4 (S4) This scenario util
Scenario 5 (S5) This scenario util

messages (register
Scenario 6 (S6) This scenario util

messages that con
CSEQ

Scenario 7 (S7) Same as the previ
malicious code in

Scenario 8 (S8) This scenario util
formed messages
Our goal is to protect the parser from processing
malformed messages and at the same time to esti-
mate the processing overheads introduced by the
proposed mechanism. In fact this overhead is vital
for the practicality or not of the proposed IDS/
IPS scheme.

All the processing times listed in this section
reflect to the ‘‘worst case’’ scenarios, since the mali-
cious messages that were constructed for the tests
deliberately contain many malformed fields (errors).
Furthermore, for the purpose of the tests, the
embedded identification mechanism has been inten-
tionally set up not to reject the message upon detec-
tion of the first malformed field but to continue until
all inspections have been completed. All eight
scenarios that have been employed for testing the
proposed mechanism are described in Table 1. The
malformed messages transmission rate for scenario
on

izes the SIPBOMBER tool to create malformed
ibed in PROTOS suite
izes our custom-made tool to generate specific
ges that contain errors in one header only
izes our custom-made tool to generate specific
ges that contain errors in the first line only
izes KPHONE to generate well-formed messages
izes our custom-made tool to generate well-formed
without authorization header)

izes our custom-made tool to generate malformed
tain errors in the following headers: From, To, Via,

ous scenario with the addition of SQL injection
the authorization header

izes our custom-made tool to generate various well-
(register, with authorization header)
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1 was two requests per second, while for all other
scenarios were twenty requests per second following
a uniform distribution.

Scenarios 1–4 do not include the inspection pro-
cedures for authorization headers and consequently
for SQL code injection attacks. This is not the case
for the remaining scenarios that include all inspec-
tion procedures, as described in Section 3.4. More-
over, the header inspection procedures include not
only the normal header validation but also some
specialized scanning, like CSEQ header syntax, log-
ical controls (see Sections 3.4 and 3.5), the existence
of multiple headers that must be unique e.g.
FROM, TO, etc.

The main objectives of the tests were to:

• Evaluate the robustness and effectiveness of the
proposed detection and prevention mechanism.

• Determine the processing overheads introduced
by the proposed mechanism.

As far as the first objective is concerned, all sce-
narios were realized without producing any wrong
results; that is all malformed messages have been
successfully detected while no well-formed messages
were rejected. More specifically, no false alarms
(either positive or negative) were observed during
our tests. The only possibility for a message to be
characterized as malicious while it is well formed
is to introduce a tag in an existing header that is
not described in the current signatures. For exam-
ple, consider the case where a specific SIP product
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Fig. 13. First line inspection time o
introduces a tag in the FROM header named as
‘‘uatag’’. The proposed mechanism will evaluate
such a message as malformed. However, such UAs
are not fully compliant with SIP RFC. Even though,
the local administrator can on request update the
mechanism’s signature database to introduce this
special tag as part of the well formed message
format.

Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the
processing overheads introduced by the proposed
mechanism are negligible. Figs. 13–16 present the
processing overheads introduced for First line
Header and Specialized inspection, respectively.
Additional results are provided in Tables 2 and 3,
which contain the time durations for average,
maximum, minimum and standard deviation
parameters.

More specifically, Figs. 13 and 14 and Table 2
illustrate the processing times and various statistical
parameters for First line inspection, which in aver-
age remain under 35 ls. The fact that all graphs
seem to have similar distribution is expected, since
the only differentiation between the scenarios was
the different length of the First Line and the varia-
tions in the malformed messages that were tested.
The moderately high standard deviation times, espe-
cially for scenario 1, can be explained by the fact
that the SIPBOMBER tool and partially our-cus-
tom made application, generate malformed packets
of excessive length. In addition, some other services
running on the SIP server might have instantly
affected the recorded processing times.
71 81 91 101 111 121 131
 Messages

S1
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S3
S4

verheads for Scenarios 1–4.
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Deep inspection overheads and major statistical
metrics for headers scanning, SQL injection, etc,
are presented in Figs. 15 and 16 and Table 3. In
average, all processing times remain under 120 ls
with the exception of those for scenarios 6 and 7.
The increased overhead for these scenarios is due
to the fact that they deliberately contain more than
one error in a single SIP Message. In particular,
malformed messages for scenario 6 included four
header errors, while scenario 7 deployed messages
that had the same number of header errors and
additionally one of them included SQL malicious
code. However, these two scenarios (S6, S7) have
been employed only for the ‘‘worst case’’ demon-
stration and do not have any practical use, since
in a real-environment scanning will be aborted
and the message will be rejected as soon as the first
malformed field is detected.

Clearly, the maximum processing overhead of
120 ls, which has been introduced by the proposed
mechanism, is insignificant. Furthermore, the over-
heads introduced in the scenarios that involve
malformed messages are approximately the same
with those in scenarios that employ well-formed
messages (scenarios 4, 5 and 8). Another important
comparative metric is the time required for estab-
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Table 2
First line inspection time overheads

Parameter S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8

Max 153.00 93.00 101.00 74.00 64.00 94.00 51.00 59.00
Min 20.00 10.00 16.00 10.00 10.00 09.00 08.00 18.00
Average 32.08 16.71 28.59 18.37 21.07 15.86 14.07 22.63
St. Dev. 24.01 13.98 17.66 14.25 12.33 12.45 09.92 06.59

Table 3
Statistical parameters for header and specialized inspection

Parameter S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8

Max 541.00 489.00 101.00 107.00 88.00 657.00 719.00 600.00
Min 20.00 80.00 16.00 31.00 31.00 280.00 255.00 107.00
Average 40.10 118.98 28.77 44.26 46.84 324.54 309.23 119.96
St. Dev. 60.32 42.54 17.59 16.31 15.32 64.38 56.36 44.03
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lishing a SIP connection, which normally is more
than 1 s. Moreover, the introduction of a new
header that requires deep inspection, such as autho-
rization checking in the SQL injection code case,
results in an extra overhead of about 80 ls.

Moreover, in order to test the overall reliability
of a SIP server (i.e. SER), that incorporates the pro-
posed mechanism, a flooding attack with mal-
formed messages has been launched. Without the
proposed protection mechanism the SIP server
crashed only after a few seconds, as opposed to
the enhanced SIP server that discarded all malicious
traffic and continued to operate smoothly.

Finally, it should be noted that the footprint of
SER has been modified by only 0.005% (footprint
without the malformed module is 1.205 kbytes,
while with the introduction of the malformed mod-
ule it becomes 1.212 kbytes). Combined with the
evaluation results it is clear that the introduction
of such a mechanism does not affect significantly
the proxy performance while it improves its reliabil-
ity and availability.

5. Conclusions and future work

VoIP systems gradually become more and more
popular as their user base increases fast and the asso-
ciated services gain in acceptance. In this context,
SIP seems to overwhelm other standards mainly
due to the fact that it has been adopted by various
standardization organizations (e.g. IETF, ETSI,
3GPP) as the protocol for both wireline and wireless
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world in the Next Generation Networks era. Mean-
while, various kinds of attacks against those sensi-
tive real-time systems are reported, stemming
mainly from VoIP open nature inherited by the
Internet. It is beyond doubt that malicious users will
try to expose and finally exploit any vulnerability in
SIP systems as well as in any VoIP subsystem, aim-
ing to decrease their availability and trustworthiness.

In this paper SIP malformed message attacks
have been analyzed. We have presented two differ-
ent aspects of the attack against different SIP sub-
systems (i.e. SIP servers and users’ registration
databases), exploiting implementation ‘‘errors’’,
sending malformed messages and launching an
SQL injection attack correspondingly. Through
experimentation, the proposed solution has been
evaluated in terms of robustness and processing
overhead, considering well-respected SIP products
(server and client software). The derived times have
demonstrated that the proposed solution is robust,
flexible, feasible to implement and above all secure.
Moreover, the proposed scheme and its associated
signatures database can be easily applied to other
VoIP signaling protocols (e.g. H.323), firewalls or
other open source IDS products, enabling them to
defend against malformed messages attacks.

Currently, as a statement of direction, we are
working:

• On performance issues of the proposed mecha-
nism in user terminals’ SIP parsers, focusing on
mobile devices (e.g. handhelds) that have limited
processing capabilities, and of course, restricted
power reserves.

• On the selection of tools, like bison/flex, for
improving the efficiency of the proposed mecha-
nism while keeping performance overheads
minimal.
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